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China Garden 

"Delectable Chinese Fare"

China Garden has been delighting diners in the city with their scrumptious

fare for more than five decades. The decor is Asian-themed with

mementos, photographs, artworks and more, with the highlight being a

beautiful floral mural on the wall, giving the space, a lovely vibe. Savor

their traditional menu that includes stir fries, dimsums, meat, poultry,

seafood, noodles, rice dishes, soups and vegetarian fare. If you are

craving for some good Chinese while in Stuttgart, China Garden is an

excellent option.

 +49 711 226 3866  www.china-garden-

stuttgart.de/

 info@chinagarden-

stuttgart.de

 Königstraße 17, Stuttgart
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Wok's Tay Ho 

"A Taste of Vietnam and the Far East"

From Peking duck to Vietnamese Pho, Wok's Tay Ho takes you on a

journey through the vibrant culinary world of the Far East. Crispy spring

rolls, fresh salads and flavorful stir-fries are popular favorites that capture

the authentic taste of Vietnamese cuisine, while the duck specialties offer

a taste of China. Simple, authentic and full of flavor, the food served at

Wok's Tay Ho is executed to the T and free from the frivolous flourishes of

a fine dining restaurant. Simple, however, does not equate to boring, as

each bite reveals new flavors. The decor too is simple at first sight, but a

closer look will reveal tasteful little touches that hint at the restaurant's

Asian roots. Visit Wok's Tay Ho with family and friends for a delicious and

enjoyable meal.

 +49 711 236 2958  Rathauspassage 7, Stuttgart
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China Palast 

"The Culinary Traditions of Western China"

Savor the distinctive flavor of Szechuan cuisine at the China Palast. With

the experienced and talented chef Hai Ling Yen at its helm, this local

restaurant has been delighting local diners for over 15 years with food that

is fresh, authentic and exceptionally well balanced. Every dish is seasoned

to perfection and prepared using fresh ingredients, in keeping with the

age-old culinary traditions of China. The roast duck is an especially

popular choice, and must be reserved in advance. Cooked to order and

served with a smile, China Palast offers a truly authentic dining

experience. The restaurant itself is heartily adorned with Asian-inspired

pieces that set the tone for an unforgettable meal, Szechuan style.

 +49 711 420 8898  www.china-restaurant-palast.de/  Gablenberger Hauptstraße 45,

Stuttgart
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CQ Flavour 

"The Exotic Flavors of China"

You will find yourself transported to the ancient city of Chongqing in the

Szechuan region of China, as you breathe in the exotic aromas that

surround you at CQ Flavour. The menu offers a varied selection of

authentic Chinese dishes, seasoned to perfection with Szechuan peppers

and red chilies. The sharp heat is tempered by the mild, fragrant flavors of

fresh spices and herbs, a blend that draws upon the culinary traditions of

China's master chefs. Silken dumplings, spicy stir-fries and flavorful

noodle dishes are just a few of the delicacies on offer at CQ Flavour,

inviting diners to embark upon a culinary exploration of the exotic flavors

of China.

 +49 711 479 1300  cqflavour.de/  info@cqflavour.de  Kirchheimer Straße 126,

Silenbuch, Stuttgart
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Asia Mai 

"The Flavors of China and Beyond"

Enjoy fresh, flavorful and authentic Asian cuisine at Asia Mai. This family-

owned and -operated restaurant serves up fragrant broths, flavorful

noodle dishes and rich curries typical of Vietnam, Thailand and China. The

Chinese selection is especially good and those who know their Asian food

will testify to its authenticity. While most Asian restaurants tend to

overpower their diners with spice, at Asia Mai every dish is beautifully

balanced, allowing each individual flavor to shine through. The restaurant

itself is invitingly simple, with Asian-inspired accents and fresh flowers

that add a touch of color. The offer is rounded off by friendly service and

prices that are better than fair, making this a great choice for a delicious

meal on a budget.

 +49 711 4697 9707  asiamairestaurant@yahoo.de  Katzenbachstraße 22, Stuttgart
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